Abstract. Multitree are unranked, unordered trees and occur in many Computer Science applications like rewriting and logic, knowledge representation, XML queries, typing for concurrent systems, cryptographic protocols.... We define constrained multitree automata which accept sets of multitrees where the constraints are expressed in a first-order theory of multisets with counting formulae which is very expressive and decidable. The resulting class of multitree automata is closed under boolean combination, has a decidable emptiness problem and we show that this class strictly embeds all previous classes of similar devices which have been defined for a whole variety of applications.
Introduction
Tree automata and regular tree languages have been used successfully in many areas of Computer Science like type systems, rewriting, program analysis, protocol verification... However the expressive power of regular languages is often too weak and many extensions of regular languages have been proposed for solving some specific problems. One trend is to add constraints to the transition rules such that a rule is used only when the constraint is satisfied. The most natural extension is to add equality constraints which state that some subterms at some positions must be equal or different. The resulting class has good closure properties but the emptiness problem (decide if the language L(A) accepted by an automaton A is empty or not?) is undecidable. Therefore equality constraints have been restricted to get classes with a decidable emptiness problem: automata with equality/disequality constraints between brothers [BT92] , reduction automata [CCC + 94] , and automata with a bounded number of equality test along an accepting run [CJ94] . These automata are used in automated theorem proving and rewriting. Another direction for extending the expressivity of regular languages is to use axioms, especially associativity and associativitycommutativity axioms. Hedge automata [PQ68, Mur01] which are used in query languages for XML have rules where the left-hand side is a regular expression on the set of states. Automata where the left-hand side is a Presburger formula or a rational expression of vectors of integers have be proposed for applications in type system used in verification of infinite-state systems [Col02] , inductive theorem proving [LM94] or knowledge representation [NP93] for which feature tree automata are introduced. In [Ohs01] , one adds equality steps involving axioms during the acceptance process.
The next step is to combine both constraints and axioms which gives two possible reasons for getting into trouble. Since the most frequently used axiom is associativity-commutativity and the most frequently needed constraints are equality constraints, it is natural to look for tree automata combining these features. The underlying data structure is now the multitree structure where some operators have unbounded arity and the subterms are unordered. Therefore the first point is to define a theory of constraints which extends equality to multitrees and possibly adds some new constraints. The second point is to define a class of multitree automata which uses the constraints and still has the good properties required by applications (basically closure under boolean combination and decision of emptiness). We present a new class of multitree automata with a simple and natural definition, where the constraints are formulae of the firstorder theory of equality for multisets enriched by Presburger constraints on the cardinality of multisets. For instance, one may constraint a rule f (q, q, q) → q by a formula saying that the first subterm reaching q has twice as elements as the second subterm reaching q and that the first subterm is the union of the second subterm and of the third one. We show that these constraints are decidable (section 2), then we prove that the multitree automata class is closed under boolean combinations (section 4), and has an elementary emptiness problem in section 5. Then we prove that this class contains all known classes of tree automata which use AC axioms or/and equality constraints, are closed under boolean combinations and have a decidable emptiness problem (in section 6). Missing proofs will appear in the long version of the paper.
In this paper we focus on the definition of the new class and its basic properties. Since this class contains many classes previously known which have been extensively used in Computer Science, we can hint at many applications already known in knowledge representation (feature tree automata and feature logic), typing for infinite state systems (rational tree automata), inductive theorem proving (automata with Presburger constraint), logic and rewriting(automata with equality constraint between brothers)... Applications to cryptographic protocols in the spirit of [GLV02] which uses two-way automata with associativitycommutativity is also relevant. We consider terms on a finite set of free function symbols F and a finite set of binary function symbols ⊕ 1 , ⊕ 2 , . . . which are supposed to be associativecommutative (AC in short). For simplicity we use only one ⊕ operator, but our results are extended easily to the case of several AC symbols. The set of terms is T F for F = F ∪ {⊕}. Terms can be flattened using the rules (x ⊕ y) ⊕ z) → and writting a term ((. . . (t 1 ⊕t 2 )⊕. . .)⊕t n ) as t 1 ⊕t 2 . . .⊕t n . Multitrees corresponds to flattened terms but where the ⊕ operator is considered as a multiset constructor and are described by the grammar:
Notations
In the following we may say terms as well as multitrees for elements of MT . A multitree t 1 ⊕ . . .⊕ t n is often denoted by Σ i=1,...,n t i . Multitrees are equal up to permutation of arguments of ⊕.
This paper deals with automata recognizing sets of multitrees.
Presburger Arithmetic. Let N be the set of natural numbers and let + denote addition of natural numbers. Then the first-order theory of equality on this structure is called Presburger arithmetic and is decidable 1 . Diophantine equations, inequations are example of Presburger arithmetic formula (with a lower complexity since they are in NP). The models of Presburger arithmetic formulae are the semilinear sets.
First-Order Theory of Multisets with Cardinality Constraints
We define F O # (M) the first-order theory of multisets with cardinality constraints.
The syntax of formula. Let X = {X, Y, . . .} be a set of multiset variables, the set of terms is defined by the grammar:
where the ⊕ operator is a binary associative-commutative symbol. We use also two unary symbols # D and # E . The predicate is the equality predicate =. We also assume that N 1 , N 2 , . . . is a denumerable set of integer variables. Formula are given according to the grammar:
where ψ is a Presburger arithmetic formula, # denotes # D or # E .
Semantics. Let M be the set of finite multisets built on a denumerable set of distinct elements e 1 , e 2 , . . .. An interpretation I associates to each variable X a multiset I(X) ∈ M, and to each integer variable N some natural number I(N ) ∈ N. The function ⊕ is interpreted as the union of multisets, equality is equality of multisets, and # D (X) (resp. # E ) is interpreted as the number of distinct elements (resp. number of elements) of X. The interpretation is extended to formula as in first-order logic, and similarly we define satisfiability, models,. . . The values of the e i 's are not relevant for the satisfiability of a formula and satisfiability is preserved by one-to-one mapping of the e i 's.
Expressivity. This logic can express many natural properties.
-any Presburger formula related to the number of elements of multisets (counting formula). For instance X has as many elements as Y :
-X is a multiset containing only copies of some element: # D (X) = 1 -X is a multiset s.t. the multiplicity n e of each element e satisfies the Presburger formula ψ(n e ):
This formula is called M ult(ψ, X). This is extended for a tuple X 1 , . . . , X n and a variable ψ with n free variables, yielding a formula M ult(ψ, X 1 ,. . ., X n ). -N is the maximal multiplicity of an element of X:
We shall abbreviate this formula into N = # M (X).
-Y is the set of distinct elements of X:
The extension of F O # (M) with variables x, y, . . . for elements and the membership predicate x ∈ X is achieved by introducing a multiset variable X x for each variable x together with the condition that X x is a singleton, and replacing x ∈ X by X x ⊆ X.
Theorem 2.1. The first-order theory of multisets with cardinality constraints is decidable.
When there is no #(X) occurrence, the result can be obtained by encoding the multiset theory in Skolem arithmetic (private communication from Achim Blumensath). The extended version of the paper gives an alternative proof based on semilinear sets which provides an explicit representation of the model of a formula. When no multiset variable occur free, we get:
Multitree Automata with Constraints
Equality of multitrees up to permutation of elements of ⊕ defines an equivalence relation. Let e 1 , e 2 , . . . be a enumeration of the equivalence classes corresponding to the elements of T . For simplicity we identify an element of T and its equivalence class. We interpret each multitree t in MT = S ∪ T as a multiset [[t] ] of e i 's as follows: -if t ∈ T then t is in some e i and we set [ 
A multitree is accepted iff t → A q with q ∈ Q F inal . The language L(A) accepted by A is the set of multitrees accepted by A.
Example 3.1. Given a signature consisting of two constants a, b, one binary symbol f , an automaton accepting only multisets with two constants a and b such that the number of b's is greater than the number of a's can be
To accept also the multitrees s.t. that each subterm f (t 1 , t 2 ) satisfies t 1 = t 2 and t 1 , t 2 ∈ L(A), we simply add the rule:
Two automata are equivalent if they have the same language. The class of multitree languages accepted by multitree automata with constraints is denoted by CM T L. For simplicity, it is easier to consider automata such that 
Properties of Multitree Automata with Constraints
Membership. Given an automaton A, its size |A| is the number of symbols of its presentation, C(t) is a bound on the time for checking the satisfiability of constraints of A on the subterms of t. If the constraints are quantifier-free formulas, this amounts to solving equality of terms modulo AC which can be solved in polynomial time in |t|, see [BKN85] .
Proposition 4.1. t ∈ L(A) is decidable in time O(|A||t||C(t)|)
Proof. Consider all |A||t| possible labelling of nodes in t where the root is labelled by a final state, and check the applicability of rules.
Completion. An automaton is complete if each multitree reaches at least one state. To get a complete automaton equivalent to a given automaton, we add a sink state q S , the rules T rue ⇒ f (. . . , q S , . . .) → q S and the rules T rue ⇒ q S .
Determinization. An automaton is deterministic iff for each multitree t, there exists at most one state q such that t → A q. We show how to build a deterministic automaton A D equivalent to a non-deterministic automaton A = (Q A , Q F inal , R). The deterministic automaton A D has a set of states Q D = 2 QA , the final states are the states containing a final state of A.
Determinization of conditions. First we replace rules by rules such that constraints are pairwise incompatible. For a symbol f of arity n, let φ i (X 1 , . . . , X n ) for i = 1, . . . , m be the conditions of corresponding type 1 rules. For each I ⊆ {1, . . . , m}, let ψ I (X 1 , . . . , X n ) be defined by
The subset construction: type 1 rules. Type 1 rules of A D are
The subset construction: type 2 rules. For J ⊆ {1, . . . , |Q A |}, let Q J denote {q j | j ∈ J} and let X J the variable associated to Q J in type 2 rules of A D . Let the type 2 rules of A be φ 1 (X 1 , . . . , X |QA| ) ⇒ q 1 , . . . , φ p (X 1 , . . . , X |QA| ) ⇒ q p For each k = 1, . . . , p, we define ψ k (X ∅ , . . . , X J , . . . , X {1 Compositional properties: Product, union, intersection.
the set of states of the product A × A is Q × = Q × Q , the set of final states is empty, and the rules are given by:
Proposition 4.3. The construction of A × A is done in time O(|A||A |) and t → A×A (q, q ) iff t → A q and t → A q
From this proposition we get closure under intersection and union (simply adjust the set of final states accordingly).
Complementation Complementation is straightforward for a complete deterministic automata: exchange final and non-final states. Since every automaton is equivalent to a complete deterministic one, we are done.
Decision of Emptiness
Now we come to our most technical result. The principle of the algorithm for deciding emptiness of L(A) is the same as for all classes of (finite) tree automata: it is a marking algorithm which marks all reachable states until no new state can be marked. As usual, constraints make life more difficult: given a rule X 1 = X 2 ⇒ f (q, q) → q , we can't mark the state q as soon as we know that some multitree reach this state since the satisfiability of the constraint X 1 = X 2 requires that at least two different multitrees reach q. Actually this ensures that also two multitrees reach q , establishing an invariant property of the marking algorithm. Since we deal with multitrees, we shall use two bounds: D on the number of different multitrees reaching each state, and M on the maximal multiplicity of an element in a multitree. These bounds are computed from the constraints of the rules and they are effectively computable because F O # (M) is decidable.
Remark 5.1. Emptiness can be decided directly for a non-deterministic automaton, but in this case the algorithm realizes an implicit determinization which complicates the construction without adding significant improvments. Therefore we shall give the algorithm for deciding the emptiness of the language accepted by a deterministic automaton.
Formulae for States
Let A = (Q, Q F inal , R) be a deterministic automaton. We assume that Q is the disjoint union of Q S and Q T = {q 1 , . . . , q p } such that only multitrees of T can reach a state of Q T and only multitrees of S can reach a state of Q S . We now write formulae which ensure that a state q can be reached by some multitree X, when we have already computed Z 1 a set of multitrees of T reaching q 1 ,. . . , Z p a set of multitrees of T reaching q p . Since the automaton is deterministic, we have Z i ∩ Z j = ∅ if i = j. We use the notation set(X) for the multiset equal to the set of distinct elements of X (this can be defined in F O # (M), see section 2).
Case of a state q ∈ Q S . Let φ i (X q1 , . . . , X qp ) ⇒ q for i = 1, . . . , l be the type 2 rules for q. The formula ψ q (Z 1 , . . . , Z p , X) states that X reaches q when Z 1 is a set of multitrees reaching q 1 ,. . . ,Z p a set of multitrees reaching q p and it is defined by:
/ * there is some rule reaching q that can be fired for X * / Case of a state q ∈ Q T . First, we define the formula X ∈ L q which expresses that the multitree X is in the language accepted by q by:
Note that the definition is consistent since ψ q is already defined for q ∈ Q S . For simplicity we assume that
. . , l are the type 2 rules for q (this can be achieved easily modulo introducing new states). The formula ψ q ((Z 1 , . . . , Z p , X 1 , . . . , X n ) for q ∈ Q T is defined by: is some rule reaching q that can be f ired f or f (X 1 , . . . , X n ) * /
Minimal Solutions of Formulae in F O # (M)
Let φ (N 1 , . . . , N p ) be a formula of F O # (M) with no multiset free variables, a 
When the formula is unsatisfiable we set m = +∞. By definition m is the smallest natural number which is greater that any component of any minimal solution of φ (if there exists one) and m is computable in elementary time.
Bounds for States
We define a bound D on the number of distinct elements and a bound M on the multiplicities of elements in multitrees of MT that reach a state q. For a state q ∈ Q S we compute D q as
For a state q ∈ Q T associated to f of arity n we compute D q as
and we set D as the maximum of the finite D q 's. This value bounds the number of multitrees that must reach q 1 ,. . . ,q p to allow the construction of a multitree reaching q (if such a multitree exists). Now we compute bounds on the multiplicities of elements of Z i used in X or X 1 , . . . , X n , with the additional constraints that (i) Z 1 , . . . , Z p have less than D + 1 elements and (ii) we can construct D + 1 multitrees reaching q (instead of a single one). We recall that # M (X) is the formula defining the maximal multiplicity of elements of X.
For a state q ∈Q S , for k = 1, . . . , D+1 the formula ρ
which gives the bound on the multiplicities of occurrences of elements of Z i 's occurring in the X j 's for j = 1, . . . , k when we have the additionnal constraint that the number of elements of each Z i is bounded by D. Now, we must perform a similar computation for states of Q T . The notation 
Let M be the maximum of the finite M k q for q ∈ Q S ∪Q T and k = 1, . . . , D+1.
The Algorithm
Let D and M be as defined previously and let Q = {q 1 , . . . , q p } be the set of states q of A. For each q i ∈ Q, the Reachability algorithm computes the set L 
Proposition 5.1. The algorithm terminates and q i is reachable iff L i = ∅.
Proof. (Idea). Termination is obvious. To prove correctness, we set L
An immediate consequence of the last proposition is:
The determinization process, the computations of bounds and the reachability algorithm involve only a fixed number of exponential steps. Therefore the decision procedure for emptiness is elementary.
Comparison with Other Classes of Tree Languages
Language with Equality/Disequality Constraints between Brothers. Tree automata with equality/disequality constraint between brothers are the most significant extension of tree automata which retains the good properties of tree automata: closure under boolean properties and decision of emptiness. This class, denoted by L(AW EDC), has been used to get or improve decision results of many problems (mainly in rewriting, constraint solving and logic). No AC symbols occur in the signature and the only constraints rules have the form
th son of the term on which the rule is tested). Such rules are a subcase of type 1 rules when no AC symbol occur, therefore these languages are particular instances of constrained multitree languages.
The class Reg of regular languages is a subclass of L(AW EDC), therefore
Reg ⊂ CM T L. Unrestricted equality constraints leads to classes with an undecidable emptiness problem, but special inequality/disequality constraints have been studied leading to reduction automata [CCC + 94] or automata allowing only a bounded number of equality tests in a run [CJ94] . Such constraints are different in nature to F O # (M) constraints and can't be combined with them.
Closure of Regular Tree Languages. Regular tree languages are usually not closed under associativity or associativity-commutativity but CM T L languages are closed under associativity-commutativity. Therefore the relevant question is whether the closure of a regular-tree language under AC is necessarily in CM T L? Let Cl(Reg) denote the closure of regular languages under AC where we assume that terms are flattened i.e. transformed into multitrees, see [BN98] . The expressivity of type 2 rules allows to get the following inclusion:
Tree Language with Rational Constraints. Tree automata with rational constraints, T ARC in short, have usual tree automata rules as type 1 rule and the constraints for type 2 rules are Presburger formula ψ(#(X 1 ), . . . , #(X n )). In [Col02] , these constraints are rational expressions that the representation of (#(X 1 ), . . . , #(X n )) in some basis satisfies 5 . Therefore we get:
Since equational tree automata defined in [Ohs01] coincide with T ARC (unpublished result) we get another inclusion for free.
Multitree Automata with Arithmetic Constraints. Tree automata with arithmetic constraints [LM94] work on normalized multitrees where all occurrences of the same element e are replaced by a pair (multiplicity of e, e). A normalized multitree can be denoted by n 1 .e 1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ n p .e p . This normalization process is costly and can't be reversed. The states of these automata are divided in several sorts that we simplify into unprimed, primed, double primed states. The relevant rules of the automata are φ(N ) : N.q → q and ψ(#(q 1 ), . . . , #(q m )) → q where ψ and φ are Presburger formula, and #(q) denotes the number of occurrences of q. Furthermore, there is no constrained rules similar to type 1 rule. Normalized multisets accepted by these automata have the form {n for some Presburger formula ψ. The expressivity of F O # (M) allows to express that some (not normalized) multiset has the above form after normalization. The constraint is
5 in this paper, all but operators but ⊕ have arity 0 or 1 where M ult(φ, X) is the F O # (M) formula stating that the multiplicity of each element of X satisfies φ (cf section 2). Therefore denoting by L(T AC) the set of languages accepted by tree automata with arithmetic constraints, we get:
[Lug98] defines a class of multitree automata which is stricly included in CM T L. The constraints of type 1 rules are only boolean combinations of equations where one side is a variable (e.g. X i = Σ j ∈ {1, . . . , n}X j ) and the rules for terms of S can be replaced by type 2 rules where the constraint is a Presburger arithmetic formula. For instance, it is impossible to express normalization in this class, therefore it is disjoint from T AC. But due to the high expressive power of 
Conclusion
One possible extension of this work is to look also at the associativity axiom. It is straightforward to add rules like hedge automata rules in this framework without losing properties, but a more interesting idea is to combine regularity constraints (like in hedge automata) and F O # (M) formula. However we have found out that the resulting class is not closed under complement and doesn't enjoy determinization even when we allows only Presburger formulae [DL02] . Another possible question is to look for extensions allowing a bounded number of equality test along the acceptance process, but there is probably no satisfactory result to hope for in this direction since the relevant classes of automata are not closed under all the boolean operations, even when no associativitycommutativity axiom is used. Another direction of research is to use two-way tree automata (one can go up and down in the multitree). Some work has been done in this direction [GLV02] , but undecidability quickly shows up and the counting/equality constraints that we use are probably too expressive to work well in that extension. Designing efficient implementations of our algorithms is also an issue: the main point is to balance the expressivity of constraints and a reasonable algorithmic efficiency using good data structures for multisets.
